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Abstract

leaming is one of issues dealing with the science and tecfuiology development. It is the
[Tropriale approach for non-traditional university sh.dents. Autonorny leaming aims to develop the
u:dqv of identi$ing and morimizing one's own poteotial to rchive learning goals. Positive correlation
:E:-*ren autonomy leaming and student's academic ability requires ft€ students to have effective keys
ri se an autonomous learner. The required ef;lective keys are 3K: keys of identifring oonoeptualizing,
cc doing. The first key is the students should identi| their osm potential. The second key is the
rrjEits should be able to conceptualize approaches to achieve leaming goals. The third key is doing
rre have been conceptualized in the second key. It is expected that these three keys can be done by
rc*taditkmal university students wtro want to succerd their Iearning process.

Latords: 3I(, Autonomy Learning Autonomous l-carner, Non-treditional Univcrsity

EODI

CTION

mrli:l leaming is a familiar approach for mature students. It is characteized by proactive
;ury atility to identiff necessary learning references and implementing effective leaming
trg,- :,N particular leaming goals (Knowles; Pilling{ormick & Ganisoq in Francis & Flanigart

ffi

- -rs an attonomous leamer, universiry students are required to be responsible of their own
@ _eoals and learning opporhrnities (Nunan in Chen, 2A14. Particulariy, for English
hm,r srudents of STKIP PGRI Ponorogo, the autonomy learning ability is interesting to study
b r-,erts have various background and competence. They are askd to master English skills as
laf .enguage, both studying linguistic branch and implementing teaching strategies.

brng

and ieaming process in STKIP PGRI Ponorogo starts at 14.30 WIB, Since classes begin

ft r-::-noorL many students work in the moming. The amouni of students working part time and
Ilmle rtrds to increase as they are in the higher level of semester. Some of them not only worlq
tr s' _=.r married when they are in the last semester. Choy (in Buvoltz et al, 20OB) categoizd
Ei f;:,nients as non-traditional university students. Non-traditional university students usually
E fr-'')'. r,r'orking responsibility, and another life condition which influence their success in the
nln,!r:E Froc€ss.Unlike traditional university students who focus studying only, non-tradtional
:-tudents tend to take flexible and accelerated classes, so they are able to accomplish both

!m1
f tE:

:amily and for their education needs (Choy in Buvoltz et al, 2008). According to titis
hurr,eatn it is necessary to implement leaming approach which is appropriate with mature
EsE- \ferriam & Caffarella (in Cercone 2008: 139) stated that mature students and noIF

ftrtril university students have the same background and the same responsibilities influences
;mrrq Frffi€ss. Since they have other resp<rnsibilities, it is a big cans€quence to purstre ttrcir high
Eu-a Most of non-traditional university students have high motivation, task-oriente4 but do
trrme optimal cognitive

&

because they have to study and work.

-<-'d\ conducted by Chamot and Kupper (in McDonoug[ 2001), it is revealed that successful

imffi+ m.rdents implement accurate and various leaming stategies. While those students who do
I Er .E tleir leaming goals do not have accurate learning sfrategies. ln the language department
ErE- fre most important things are having cognitive control for their efforts and having control

nfu rnental process. They have to realize their own leaming strategies, thus it can be guided by
r rrqrisors (McDonougfl 2001)
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LTTERATT]RB REVIEW
The Nature of Autonomy Learning

In the preceeding description, it has been explained that the concept of autonomy
stated that an autonomous student is able to define his or her own learning goals
own leaming opportunities (Nunan in Cherq 2012).
Autonomy learning was firstly proposed by Holec (in Guq 2012) in 1981. It is
autonomy learning is the student's ability to be responsible for his or her own
definition is dccribed as the competence to define learning process, leaming
strategies; to monitor leaming procedures; and to evaluate what has been leamtGuo (2012) proposed other definitions dealing with autonomy learning. For
described aunomy leaming as a certain leaming behavior and a monitoring or
leaming proc€ss done in groups or individual. While Cotterall believed that
one's self leaming contnol by implementing particular learning strategies. In
theories, Benson also argued that autonomy leaming is the ability to be
learning process. In addition, each individual has different degree of autonomy.
2012)
Ryan (in Shen et al, 2009) stated that autonomy leaming cannot be defined as the
or to decide whatever students want. Learning process guided by the supervisors
leaming autonomy are two variables which complete and support each ottrer (Ree,re
2009). It means that students' motivation will develop as well as the optimal
supervisors which supports to achieve the learning goals (Skinner and Belmount

200e)
Based on that explarntioq it can be concluded ttmt autonomy learning is a
behavior implemented by an individual. It is seen by the ability of identifying one's
need, deciding one's own learning goal, determining one's own appropriate
monitoring and evaluating the leaming process. An autonomous student is not a
not need a teaching and leaming process with his or her supervisor. An
needs a teaching and learning afrnosphere in the classroom to develop autonomy

Moreover, Zoghi and Dehgfuan (2012) defined autonomy leaming as an active
one's leaming process and tasks from supervisors are facilitators to support and
autonomy learning. In addition, emotional intelligence or self control plays an
evolve autonomy leaming.
. Autonomy Learning Model

There are thnee models to describe what influenccs the student's autonomy
models are seen from three different perspectives, Those models see the autonomy
personal inherent completeness, leaming process, and learning context (Song and
According to model proposed by Candy (1991), autonomy learning is a personal
emotional, moral, and intelligent conhol. This ability is reflected in the personal
responsibility. According to this model, autonomy learning is a process of
accomplish the taskThis ability is represented within leamer achievement and
competence. Meanwhilg the capability to learn responsibly is closely related to
environment Learning environment gives choices and opportunities to give
minimizes the high-pressure evaluation, goals, and requirements. A good ieaming
gives positive and informal support and context where students' opinion is also
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in Shen et al, 2009). The lecturers who suprport student's autonomy learning are those who
information for students to propose their own soluion towards their learning problems (Shen et
m9). Unfortunately, this model does not explain the details of recent learning context in this
era.While in the model proposed by Brockett and Hiemstra (1991), autonomy learning
:r.phasized individual competence to achieve a particular goal. This model also emphasizes
itnl competence to control required stages in the achievernent of autonomy leaming. Similar
Se previous model, this model describes traditional learning contortThe model suggpsted by
(1997) has a significant different from two previors models. According to this rnodel,
are three variables which interacs one to another to develop autonomy leaming. Those
are self-management, independent contol, and motivation. A self-management is a
to manage leaming sources. This competence also includes the ability to control lerning
to achive leaming goals, both by individual and by goups. In this model, the learning
is not explained more like two previous models.

I*arning Strategr
to O'Malley and Chamot (in Wang, 2010) autonomy learning strategy is divided into
cognitive stratery, metacognitive stratery, and social mediation. Cognitive shatery is
kally done by reading memorizing noting, and asking questions. Metacognitive strates/
study planning, data collectiorU self-supervisioq self-evaluatiorl study reflection, and
files for study. While social mediation arehaving rules in a group, having a group work
colleagues, having an effective communication, and helping evaluate colleague's work
itive stratery is the most prorninent sEatery of autonomy learning. Guo (2012) rep'orted
neacognitive stratery is effective to improve student's autonomy iearning for listening skill. In
reading skill, Sarigoban (2012) divides this strategr into 12. Those 12 strategies are: (l)
ing and mapping materials have been taughq, (2) having an afiention; (3) having directed
ion; (4) selective attention; (5) organizing the progress; (6) deciding goals; (7) identifying
leaming goals; (8) planning language leaming goals; (9) looking for practices; (10) having
oanagemen[ (11) having self-monitoring; (12) doing self-monitoring. From his researctr, these
ne*acognitive stategies are significantly related to autonomy learning for reading class
-Jrc
ryoban, 2012). Flexbility in arranging self-leaming pattern is metacognitive character. In
(2006),
this fledbility supports the autonomy leaming
conducted by Kupetz and Ziegenmeyer
& English leaming; both in the classroom and in online.
descriptions grve a general explanation of various stategies used by university students to
autonomy leaming. Metacognitive stratery is a dominant stratery applied for autonomy
ring process. By implementing this strategy, students' managerial system is active for learning
While implementing this strategr, students are flexible to determine leaming patenL
end Drewbacks of Autonony Leaming

leaming has merits if it is compared to traditional class. According to some studies by
PaoNaq and Wei-Fan (in Francis and Flanigaq 2012: 2), auonomy learning shows a
correlation by students' achievement Moreover, the advantages of autonomy learning are:
giying the same opportunities for different level of students; (2) encouraging strd€ffi'
I and responsibility; (3) focusing the students' attention. These strengths focus on
leaming.

those merits, there are some drawbacks of autonomy leaming. The drawbacks are: (l)
interaction is less intensive since aunonomy leaming focuses on individual leanreq
ure teachers and learners are quite uncomfortable because different teacher and lerner may
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have different learning stratery; (3) learning achievements of each learner is diftu
another; (4) all leaming components need an extra hard-working to achieve goals as rftu
planned in the beginning.

If there is no difficulty, a leamer will not ask for help. The learners will be too
they feel so certain with their ability to overcome all difficulties. However, they stil. :err
guidance. Teacher and leamers who used to have a traditional-class will not be easfr
the implementation of autonomy leaming. The different level of metacognitire"
social competerrce causes different leaming stratery to achieve the goals. For this rezsrrbe different achievement. Thus, different achievement will result different task comph,utRelated of Relevant Studies

In the study proposed by Z-ofuabi (2011), it is revealed that autonomy leaming
was successfirlly achieved by involving his students in the curriculum developmenl L- :ru
stap, the students were asked to determine their learning goal, needs, ambitions,
classes. In the implementation stage, what had been planned was executed through
learning and various practices, so these strategies encouraged the students to be rnore
learning goals and to be more responsible for the entire leaming plan (Zohrabi, :G- - .
learning was the key of the successful Iearning when the class implemented a
approach. Sockett and Toffoli (2012) has proved in their two months-research tosr&
leaming for English class.

J

They mastered English independently through some practices such as listening aod
in the internet using English. A study by Chen (2012) also revealed that the use of
multimedia was also effective to improve students' autonorny leaming. While,
that the use of computer was effective to develop autonomy

$!I

,**-I

ffl]jl_:"*

According to a study by Buvoltz et al. (2008), in the non-traditional university sELrEnE
similar with the phenomenon in S-TKIP PGRI Ponorogo, the ability of autonomy

consistent

with emotional intelligence. Control of feeling hopes, optimisq

adaptatiorq encouragement to achive goals, communicatiorq conflict managemtrL
ability which associate with emotional intelligence arE the essential elemenb for
development.

According to Astawan (in Handayani, Dantes, and Suastra, 2013: 3), autonomy
could encourage students to have an initiative to analyze necessary learning needs. Tbls
encotnaged to determine their learning goals, either. independently or dependently.
identified leaming sources, chose and implemented appropriate leaming states/ anc
own leaming achievement.

DISCUSSION
Autonomy learning depends on individual competence. It develops oneos ability o
capabilities he has, so he can achieve particular leaming goals that have been
technologl and globalization era, having good autonomy leaming is so necessary.
good autonomy learning. he can be more successful than others in the competitioc.
will be ready to deal with any problems in this globalization era- Being an autonomcE
have a high motivation to learrl to be independent to be responsible, and to h
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Developing autonomy learning for studerrs needs effective strategies. However, these
should be implemented by the students therrselves in daily life.

fu

most important part of autonomy learning &e sdEnt can apply easy and effective ways to
el autonomous leamer. From literature review, there are three stages that should be done by the
to be an autonomus leamer. These three stases can be abbreviated to be 3K. The
iptions of 3K are (l) key of identifuing; (2)key of concepfiralizing; (3) and key of doing. In the
stage, a student should be able to identiff things related to autonomy leaming. The first
thing is self-competence. Required self+ompetence for developing autonomy leaming is
shenghths and weaknesses of leaming style. A student should know appropriate
ing styles. Those leaming styles are depended on student cognitive competence such as visual,
; kinesthetic. It can be depended on r*fiat sLratery that gives the most positive impact such
leaming with music background and learning in groups with a teacher to guide the group.
students also should identis things that can motivate thern to leam and to achieve godls. This
motivation can be intemal or external. Identif,ing the motivation involves the knowledge
recognize both positive and negative emotional because emotional gives impact for leaming
ion. The students are also expected to recognize the proposed goals. The literacy of provided
ml effective leaming resources will influence to learning plan which will be taken. These leaming
sr;ri.irces can be books, learning videos, articles, and journals that can be beneficial for students.

-l:ertifying effective place and time for study which are in line with the leanring goals is expected
make the learning plan more optimal. By doing the first stage, the students are considered to
all leaming needs. The analysis result will thus be the early step for second stage. If the
-.ltgc have difficulties in the first stage, it is a must to ask guidance to the teacher or the
;5en'lsor.
-* :irc second stage, key of conceptualizing,
the students should be able to use the analysis result
:im the firs stage to make a learning plan. This leaming plan involves the use of learning source,
:e aliocation, and effective place to study- This learning plan can also include another ieaming
r= rity that can support autonomy leaming such as having class discussion, having consultation
r::r competent supervisor. This involves the hardest until the easiest leaming stages. This leaming
:':.:r can also be arranged based on planned themes or activities which are related to leaming goals.
: rhe students have identified their own potential, so this leaming plan will be easier to make.
{*ices fro the supervisor or parhers in study group can be used as the basic for effective leaming
j-:-:r-

lle rhird stagg key of doing is a follow-up activity from two previous stages. Planning will not be
:-ccesfull without any follcw-up action. The students are hoped to implement stages as well as

r=t

have been planned in the previous stages. The expectation is based on study plan that has been

rell arranged. However, if students frnd difficulties or there are some struggles in this stage, the
srlents are supfrosed to have innovation to overcome those problems. This third stage can
rcourage the students to be more discipline and to be more responsible for any decision that has

En

made,

lle

three stages can be implemented in the context either traditional or non-traditional. In the

ruciery, autonomy learning is the key to succeed. These three stages can be used in the real life after
irLishing formal education. Basically, education and learning are the keys to determine the qtrality
.rt-

human resources.
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CONCLUSIONS

Autonomy learning is a learning process which aims to develop student's
responsibility in leaming process. Various definitions and theories of autonomy
it is important to develop student's self-competence. There is a positive r
autonomy learning and the significant improvement of student's competenc.e.

I

who used to have a traditional-class to an autonomous class is not easy. Therefore.
I
the 3Il those students who used to have a taditional+lass are expected to developr
leaming. The 3K stages are (l) key of identifying; (2)key of conceptualizing; (3) md
The first stage has many things related on how the students recognize their owr
by the guidance from teachers, supervisor, and counselor study guide. The anallsis

identification

of all leaming

potential

is the

fundamental

for the secorC

conceptualizing. ln the second stage, the students will make a leaming plan i
groups to achive the goals. The thid stagg key ofdoing the students do each plar
have been listed in the leaming plan. These three stages can be done by
students who want to develop their autonomy leaming so they can reach the

us

successfully.
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